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Corridor at ECC 361 in the Bronx
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Approach & 
Methodology
Our firm’s long history with New York City’s SCA 
ensures an understanding partner and our award-
winning school renovation and design projects 
stand testament to our technical capabilities. 

We approach every project with the attitude that the 
quality of our design will only be measured in the finished 
product, its timely and on-budget completion, and in 
client satisfaction. Quality control and cost control are 
critical elements of our design process. Senior staff of 
Gran Kriegel will be hands-on throughout the design 
and construction process, with continuity of key team 
members ensuring delivery of a quality product.  

Approach to SCA Projects
Our consistent success on SCA projects is the result of 
hard-earned knowledge in a number of key areas. We 
have in-depth familiarity with SCA requirements and 
expectations, including:

• Knowledge of overall design criteria, from pre-K 
through high school

• Deep familiarity with Room Planning Standards 
and Standard Details

• Creative, cost-effective designs using approved 
materials and specifications

• Green Schools, LEED and Enterprise Green 
Communities experience

• Understanding of all management protocols and 
CM-13

• Experience with all construction phase 
responsibilities

• Ability to effectively manage the close-out process

We realize that these standards are constantly evolving 
and have happily worked with the SCA to redefine 
standards where better solutions become clear. 

Lobby at the Robert F. Wagner Jr. School
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PS / IS 78Q, designed by 
Gran Kriegel for the SCA
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Project Management

Extraordinary project management is key to 
successful work, no matter the scale or type of 
project. The day-to-day efforts of our experienced, 
committed project managers to manage internal 
and external workflow keeps us on track — which 
results in good design delivered on time and 
within budget. This constant effort is generated by 
personal and firm regard for quality and focuses on 
a few straightforward but critical tasks:

• Clear establishment of schedule, priorities and 
sequencing of critical path items

• Proper definition of channels of communication 
and team member responsibilities

• Frequent meetings with subconsultants to 
review project progress

• Implementation of our quality control checklists
• Meticulous record keeping and documentation 

of decision making
• In-house document review by someone not 

directly involved in the project

One of many schematic design sketches done 
in the early planning phases of our Manhattan 
Country School project
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Key Management Techniques

Maintenance of Schedule 
Our team develops a highly detailed work plan — task 
/ people / time / product — for each phase. Built on 
experience and organized in response to the demands 
of each project, the work plan becomes the CPM (critical 
path method) or schedule. 

At weekly project meetings in-house and at a bi-weekly 
meeting with subconsultants, Gran Kriegel will review 
documents for conformance, adjust assignments if 
necessary, deal immediately with any surprises, and 
confirm forecasted milestones and products. 

Our CPM provides for subconsultant deliverables so 
coordination by the in-house team is given adequate 
time, and contingencies are built in for changes. This 
approach produced the 140,000 s.f. Brooklyn Family 
Court conversion in just 300 days.

Components of Our Project Management 
Approach
The following points will guide our design and 
construction process with the goal of maintaining 
quality, budget, and schedule:

At the outset we will:

• Investigate and analyze the site, including existing 
document review, when appropriate

• Identify any unknowns and the potential impact of 
missing information

• Establish schedule and milestones, including 
client review periods, deliverables and appropriate 
channels of communication

• Define staffing requirements, team member roles, 
and responsibilities including our expectations of 
the consultants — our subconsultants have learned 
what’s expected of them through our previous SCA 
projects

• Review all relevant codes, design standards, zoning 
and other applicable regulations and incorporate in 
a project compliance matrix

• List required approvals  
• Obtain all original drawings, as-built drawings, 

certificate of occupancy, violations and DCAS report. 

As the design process proceeds we will:

• Monitor our own progress and that of consultants 

with weekly in-person or virtual meetings with the 
project team

• Exchange files with consultants to look for conflicts 
on an ongoing basis

• Revisit project correspondence and minutes prior 
to every milestone for any unaddressed issues

• Emphasize graphic and verbal clarity as key 
components of change-order avoidance. Drawings 
are printed at their final scale to ensure readability 
and correct line weights, rather than relying on the 
computer screen. 

• Meet with MEP team to strategize on systems 
and locations to minimize architectural impact 
and ensure coordination.  At our Family Court 
Conversion, low existing floor to floor heights 
required a new approach utilizing chilled water 
loops rather than ductwork to save space. 

• Maintain written lists of open or unaddressed 
issues and whose responsibility they are to resolve 
so that nothing gets overlooked

• At milestones, conduct an in-house review
• Create a mockup of the final set of documents and 

update as changes are made
• Streamline documents, eliminate redundancies 

that could lead to conflicting information, double-
check cross references

• Coordinate, coordinate, coordinate. Lack of 
coordination among the trades is often the 
biggest source of change orders; we strive to 
eliminate this from the start. To this end, we 
attend all subcontractor meetings to work through 
coordination issues in the field, ensuring that 
architectural integrity such as ceiling heights are 
maintained.

In construction we will:

• Communicate to the contractor our high 
expectations for the completeness and clarity of 
submittals and RFIs

• Scrutinize submittals in light of project requirements 
• Perform a parallel review of consultant submittals to 

identify needed areas of coordination before they 
are returned

• Never assume, but ask questions of the client, 
contractor, and vendors

• • Analyze the contractor’s submittal schedule, 
identify long-lead items, and items whose approval 
is dependent on others

• • Maintain open and professional communication 
with the contractor, demonstrate fairness but


